
Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

This is a qualitative analysis regarding measures that may be effectively moved to midstream or upstream imple
No decision has been made regarding specific measures or delivery channel for 2006-08. 

Midstream = Distributors, Retailers, Contractors
Upstream = Manufacturers

Sector Measure Midstream Upstream Current 
Program?

Benefits

Res Clothes Washer x Possible no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Dishwasher x Possible no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Room AC x Possible no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Programmable T-stat x x yes 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Domestic Water Heater x pilot 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Sector Measure Midstream Upstream Current 
Program?

Benefits

Res Whole House Fan x Possible no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Pool Pump & Motor x pilot 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Evap Cooler x Possible no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate                                         3. 
new market barriers - consumer 
acceptance as alternative to A/C

Res Windows ? ? no May be removed from mainstream 
program - could develop into the 
"whole House" approach in the 
future if incentive can be 
associated to HVAC 
installations???
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Sector Measure Midstream Upstream Current 
Program?

Benefits

Res Attic/Wall Insulation x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Gas Furnace x x No 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Split System A/C x x No 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Packaged A/C x x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Split System Heat Pump x x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Sector Measure Midstream Upstream Current 
Program?

Benefits

Res Packaged Heat Pump x x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Hydronic Space Heating ? ?
Res Furnace Tune-up ? ?

Res CFL x x yes 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Torchiere ? yes yes 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res CFL Fixtures ? yes yes 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Sector Measure Midstream Upstream Current 
Program?

Benefits

Res Ceiling Fan w/ CFL ? ? no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Refrigerator x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Geothermal Heat Pump no
Res Variable Speed Motor for 

Nat Gas Furnace
X X no 1. Lower processing cost

2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res Charge and Airflow x yes 1. Lower processing cost

Res Duct Test and Seal x yes 1. Lower processing cost

Res AC Early Replacement x x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate

Res AC Downsizing ?
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Sector Measure Midstream Upstream Current 
Program?

Benefits

Res CRT Screen x no 1. Lower processing cost
2. Capture spillover savings where 
customer does not apply for 
rebate
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

ementation.

Challenges

1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification. 
2. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
3. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)  
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification. 
2. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
3. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)    
1. Market potential is small in Service area
2. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
3. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)  
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailers do not want to share sales data
3. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
4. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Challenges

1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailers do not want to share sales data
3. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
4. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
1. Paper-based market -- difficulty in getting 
electronic reporting
2. Difficulty in performing verification when customer 
does not recognize funding source or has not 
incentive to let inspector in
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
3. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.        
4.  May be good alternative to A/C replacement in 
cross over climate zones 

1. Low interest from manufacturer and/or 
distributor/contractor unless incentives are high
2. Cost is not driver in customer purchase decision
3. Will take time to develop relationship with 
manufacturers
4. Customer not likely to recognize program funding 
source
5. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
6. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)  
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Challenges

1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification
2. Market resistance to change - will need time to 
develop relationship and/or earn credibility for new 
idea
3. Participation must be easy
4. Customers not likely to recognize program funding 
source
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification

1. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.
2. Contractors do not respond to paperwork 
requirements, unless done as part of program with 
manufacturer

1. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.
2. Contractors do not respond to paperwork 
requirements, unless done as part of program with 
manufacturer

1. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.
2. Contractors do not respond to paperwork 
requirements, unless done as part of program with 
manufacturer
t
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Challenges

1. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.
2. Contractors do not respond to paperwork 
requirements, unless done as part of program with 
manufacturer

1. Challenge in getting higher efficiency as standards 
go up
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailers do not want to share sales data
3. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
4. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailers do not want to share sales data
3. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
4. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailers do not want to share sales data
3. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
4. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
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Challenges

1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Retailers do not want to share sales data
3. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
4. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification. 
2. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
3. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)  

1. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.
2. Contractors do not respond to paperwork 
requirements, unless done as part of program with 
manufacturer

1. May need downstream incentive for customer if 
system change out is required
1. May need downstream incentive for customer if 
system change out is required
1. Difficulty obtaining customer-specific data for M&E 
and installation verification.   
2. Manufacturer shipment and installation date could 
be the only data source -  Distributors may not be in 
control of Dealer installation address information.
3. Contractors do not respond to paperwork 
requirements, unless done as part of program with 
manufacturer
4. Contractor system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt

1. May need downstream incentive for customer if 
system change out is required
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Possible Residential Measures For Mid/Upstream Consideration 

Challenges

1. Need recycling program
2. Retailer system constraint - difficulty in printing 
rebate message on receipt
3. Time lag between manufacturer shipment and 
sale/installation date (may be significant due to 
retailer warehousing)
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